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A NOTE ON A CERTAIN SEQUENCE

BY
B. K. LAHIRI 8iI P. L. GANGULl

Let U¡ + U, + U3 + " . + Un + ... be an ínñníte series of real
terms. Let, as usual,

Sn == U¡ + Ua + ... + Un

denote the n-th partial sum of the series ~ Un. The series ~ Un conver
ges 01' diverges according as the sequence {Sn} ís convergent 01' di
vergent.

Let us consíder all possíble sums Iike

Url + Ura + ... + Urn

where ri, ra, ••• rn are any n distinct positíve integers (n = 1,2, 3, ...).
Two such sums, even though they may have the same value, wíll be
treated as different if there ís at Ieast one U« in one sum which does not
appear in the other. AHsuch sums can obviously be arranged in the form
of a sequence {Pn]. It ís easy to see that several elements of {Pn} may
have the same value and that all the elements of the sequence {Sn} of
parttal sums as well as all the terms of the series ~ Un appear in the
sequence {Pn},

The object of the present note is to study the convergence of the
sequence {Pn}, examine íts limit poínts and to discuss incidentally
how far the convergence of the series ~ Un can be characterised by the
sequence {Pn}.

Let us suppose that the sequence {Pn} is convergent. Then the se
quence {Sn} ís also convergent, which Implies that the series ~ Un is
convergent. Hence Un -+ o as n -+ co , But the sequence {Pn} contaíns
each Un. Hence in this case the sequence {Pn} must converge to zero,
Thus, if the sequence {Pn} at all converges, it must converge to zero.
Also the convergence of the sequence {Pn} implíes the convergence of
the series ~ Un and it further ímplíes that the sedes ~ Un has the sum
zero. It at once follows that if the series ~ Un be convergent wíth a
non-zero sum 01' if ít be divergent then the sequence {Pn} must be di
vergent. Thus the convergence of ~ Un does not necessarily imply the
convergence of the sequence {Pn}.
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Let the sequence {Pn} be convergent, Then, as we have seen, the
series ~ Un ís also convergent. We shall show that the series ~ Un must
converge absolutely in such a case.

If possible, let ~ Un be not absolutely convergent. Then 1: Un is
condltionally convergent. Hence we can rearrange its terms to obtaín
a new series 1: U'n whích will have a non-zero sum [4}. If the sequen
ce {P'n}, assocíated wíth the series 1: U'n, corresponda to the sequence
{Pn}, then it is olear that {P'n} is obtained by merely rearrangíng the
elements of {Pn}, Considering the series 1: U'n, we conclude that the
sequence {Pn} ís dívergsnt. Thus, if the sequence {Pn} be convergent,
the series 1: Un must be absolutely convergent.

If G denote the set of all series for whích {Pn} is convergent, A the
set of all absolutely convergent series and C the set of all convergent
series, then it follows that,

G CA C e
the inclusíon beíng proper. It will, in ract, be shown that the set G has
just one elemento

Upper and lower limits 01 {Pn}

Let the series 1: Un be convergent with a non-zero sum S. Then the
sequence {Pn} is divergent, If all Un > 0, then clearly the sequence
{Pn} ís bounded and as such {Pn} must oscillate between finite Iímíts.
In thís case lim Pn = S and lim Pn = O.

Next, let 1: Un be condítíonally convergent. Then the sequence
{Pn} is dívergent. Also the series of positive terms oí 1: Un and the
series of absolute values of negatíve terms of 1: Un both diverge to + oo.
Hence in such a case lim Pn = + 00, lim Pn = - oo.

If, however, the series 1: Un be absolutely convergent with a non
zero sum, then {Pn} must oscíllate between finite Iímíts,

Next we examine the behaviour of the sequence {Pn} in the case
when 1: Un converges to zero. Several cases may aríse.

Ir 1: Un = 0, but the series ís not absolutely convergent, then as
seen aboye, {Pn} must oscíllate between + 00 and - oo.

Ir the series 1: Un be absolutely eonvergent to zero, then the sequen
ce {Pn} may 01' may not converge. Let us conslderer the series

111 111
---+---+---+ ...

21 21 23 23 2' 2'

which converges to zero absolutely. If a. denotes the sum

111
-+-+,-+

21 23 2'

then clearly
lim Pn = ex , lim Pn = - ex.
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lt foHows that if I: Un consísts of an ínñníty of positive and an infinity 
of negatíve terms and if I: Un converges to zero absolutely, then {Pn}
ís dívergent and oscillates between finite límíts.

If I: Un, consisting only of a finite number of posítíve (or negative)
terms, converges to zero, then a180 {Pn} ís divergent and oscillates
between finite limita.

If all but a finite number of Un be zero, then also the sequence {Pn}
cannot be convergent,

The tollowíng results can now be stated.

THEOREM 1

The sequence {Pn} ís convergent if and only if each Un = O.
This íncídentally shows that ít ís not possíble to characteríse the

convergence of a series I: Un by the convergence ot the correspondíng
sequence {Pn} except in the trivial case when each Un ís zero,

Also ít foUows that the set G has juet one elemento

THEOREM '2

For any series I: Un with Un ...... O,

lim Pn <; O <; lim Pn

THEOREM 3

A necessary and sufficient condition that a series I: Un may be abso
lutely convergent is that lim Pn and lim Pn are both finite.

THEOREM 4

For any absolutely convergent series I: Un having a sum S, we have

S = lim Pn + lim Pn.

Limit poinis 01 [Pn},

Let I: Un be a convergent series of posítíve terms with a sum S. Then
the sequence {Pn} ís divergent and lirn Pn = S and lim Pn = O. Let
us further assume in this case that -

Un <; Rn = Un + 1 + Un + 2 + ... to 00

and
Un" Un + 1

for n = 1,2, 3, ...

Then Kakeya [3] has preved that the set 6 of all numbers of the form

00

ex = I: U'n
1
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where

U'n = O or Un , n = 1, 2, 3, ...

consista oí the whole intervalO <; x <; S. It follows that, under the
aboye condítíons, every poínt oí the stretch O < x < S is a limit poínt
oí the sequence {Pn},

If the series ~ Un, consisting oí an infinity oí positive as well as ne
gative terms, be convergent with sum S,~en S is certaínly a limit
point oí {Pn} but S cannot coincide with lim Pn or lim Pn.

Let us suppose that the series ~ Un is conditionally convergent. Then
it has been seen tha t.

Um Pn = + ro and Iírn Pn = - ro

Now, It ís known that the terms oí a condítíonally convergent series
can be rearranged to make the resulting series converge to any pre
assígned sumo It, therefore, follows that in such a case every real num
ber is a limit poínt oí {Pn},

It has been shown by the authors [2] that an oscillatory series
(whose n-th term tends to zero) can, by a suitable rearrangement oí
its terms, be converted into a condit.íonally convergent series. It there
fore, follows that the aboye results, in respect of a condítíonally conver-
gent series hold equally well for such oscillatory series also, As a matter
oí fact the aboye results hold tor any series ~ Un havíng the following
properties (1) Un -+ O as n -+ ro (2) the sum of posttíve terms oí ~ Un
is + ro (3) the sum of negatíve terms oí ~ Un is - ca,

If ~ Un be an unrestricted convergent series, then it ís not a fact
that every poínt in the ínterval (Iim Pn, Um Pn) is a Iírnít point of the
sequence {Pn}. This can be seen by considering series Iike,

1 1 1
10 + -- + -- + -- + ... to 00

2 22 23

and
111

10 - -- + -- - -- + ... to ro
2 2 2 22

If ~ Un ís a dívergent series of positive terms where Um -+ O then
it ts known [1] that, given any positivo nurnber s, there exísts a sub
series of ~ Un which converges to s, It follows that, in such a case,
every positive number is a Iímit polnt of {Pn},

Lastly we prove the following resulto

THEOREM 5.

Let ~ Un be any series (convergent or dívergent) where Un -+ O
as n -+ ro. Then the correspondíng sequence {Pn} is dense-ín-ítself
(in the sense that every element of the sequence {Pn} ís a límít poínt
of {Pn}).
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For, let oc == Ur, + Ur s + ... + Urn be any element of {Pn}, Then
there exísts a positíve ínteger m such that no Un with n ;:;. m appears
in oc. Now the numbers.

oc, oc + Um, oc + Um + 1l ••• , oc + Un , ...

all belong to {Pn} and they converge to oc. Hence oc ís a limit poínt of
the sequence {Pn},
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